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Download APK Google Admin 9.8 Google LLC Download APK You will be able to download QuickShortcutMaker latest apk Sometimes with many apps on your it becomes really problematic to access them quickly without problems. To solve this problem QuickShortcutMaker is the best option. QuickShortcutMaker is an Android app that allows users to create shortcuts to hidden
apps, device features, and operating system tasks. By default, only typical applications are allocated in the application drawer, which cannot be changed. How to work It's really easy to use and has a simple operating system. The user interface is very clean with only a few tabs. Swipe right and left to move the category bar horizontally where you can find tabs named - Activities,
Apps, Favorites, and History. Activities: Displays tasks that are currently running on the system and applications and processes that are running in the background. Apps: All apps installed on your device — that you downloaded and those that are part of the operating system. Favorites: Tasks and apps marked as favorites. History: displays the history of tasks, approaches, and
actions performed using QuickShortcutMaker. Easy Search Filter: QuickShortcutMaker app has a device filter to help you figure out tasks and search for installed apps by filling in a keyword. Different search mode: The app offers two types of search mode - normal and incremental search mode. Users can select one of them. Chronological Search: To make it easier to find tasks,
QuickShortcutMaker provides search results in alphabetical order. Check your search history: This app also allows you to check your search history to track all the tasks you've done through the app. Favorites list: You can create your own list of favorite tasks. QuickShortcutMaker works really fast. You can create shortcuts quickly and run your favorite actions faster than other
platforms. Access App Manager: This Quick Shortcut Maker app lets you learn about the app's full information by accessing the Android app manager. No permissions required: Unlike most other apps, this app doesn't need any root permissions to extend Android features. Translation: QuickShortcutMaker also provides translation into many languages including - Italian, Arabic,
German, French, Espanyol, Portuguese, Bahasa, Indonesia, etc. Unique themes: This app provides types of themes where you can choose icons (ADW/Nova/Apex/LauncherPro/GO/Holo). Rate App: QuickShortcutMaker also allows you to rate, know about user feedback, and improve it accordingly. Technical information Download similar quickshortcutmaker applications This
application can create an application shortcut from the list of activities that are installed on your phone. Even if so many applications are installed, you can activity smoothly. You can also use QuickShortcutMaker QuickShortcutMaker search in the application you want to run. If you want to use an app you don't use often, you might not have any shortcuts for it. So you may need to
search for an app from a list of many apps. Even if you know the name of the app, it's hard to find. In this situation, QuickShortcutMaker will help you find the application. Please try it! This can be useful. But please use it at your own risk! You can create shortcuts to hidden screen settings that are usually not accessible. Even if you have encountered any problems using this app or
shortcuts created by this app, I have no responsibility for it. Please make sure to use this app at your own risk. For Internet access permissions:From version 2.0.1, to improve your application faster, you will be asked for additional permissions to access the network so that the application can send a detailed error report to the developer. The application uses the network only to
send error reports. And when it communicates, you'll see a confirmation message, so please be assured.for Launcher3 from Cyanogenmod If you can't create a shortcut, try the following steps:1. Long tap on the home screen.2. Tap WIDGETS.3. Long-tap Activity, which has a QuickShortcutMaker icon.4. Drag it somewhere on the screen.5. QuickShortcutMaker will be launched.6.
Select an activity, edit it, and click Create.7. A shortcut will be created on the home screen. Follow Google+updates //twitter.com/sika_appRecent updates :(v2.4.0)- Added Italian and Arabic translations.- Customized AndroidPhone7 theme.- Changed dialog box UI.- Fixed the error, that the Shortcut for Google Play can not be opened.- Added a feature that will ask you to evaluate
this app. (Forgive me if you don't like something like this.) (v2.3.0)- Added translations to many languages. (Français, Español, Português, Polski, のの, ののの), のの (のの), Bahasa Indonesia)- Added support for some other topics. (Atom / Solo, etc.) - Added a few more improvements. (v2.2.0)- You can now work with multiple items from the activity list by long double-clicking
items. You can add them to favorites or share them.- Changed the text format in which you want to share app information. - Added types of themes that can be selected icon (ADW / Nova / Apex / LauncherPro / GO / Holo).- Added number of icons in the list of themes.- Changed the user interface shortcuts screen editing.- Added German translation.- Added many improvements.
(v2.1.0)- Added support for tablet devices.- Added features to share app information as text.- Improved user interface of some screens.- Fixed some errors. (v2.0.3)- Added a feature to open the app information screen from the shortcut editing screen. (Android 2.3 or later only)- Fixed a minor error and user (v2.0.2)- Fixed an error that the application crashes when searching on a
specific condition. (v2.0.1)- Added error reporting feature to send information when the application crashes, or when the message Failed to load message appears.- Reduced memory consumption so that models that are low on memory to crash.- Search results can be sorted by names.- Increased search speed.- Fixed an error on the settings icon.- Fixed an error that the icon
shrinks when using the application on tablets. (v2.0.0)- Added history and favorite features.- Applied Android 4.0 (ICS) UI style.- Activity list is now grouped by application.- Fixed some errors. Keywordsquick, representative, manufacturer, create QuickShortcutMaker is able to create separate shortcuts for different applications within the operating system of your smartphone. If you
have many applications and find it difficult to access them quickly, this package is a logical choice. Such a system can be great if you need to easily browse between many screens. Features and usabilityShortcutMaker's income is a huge advantage for those who may not have time to work with more complex systems. For ease of use, it also displays those applications that are
used most often. They can then be programmed to be at the top of the list. The user interface (UI) is significantly better than previous versions and many languages are now supported. There is a search function that finds apps by name, while you can also search by the visual appearance of their icon. Recent improvementsShortcutMaker has addressed many of the issues that
users have encountered in the past. The evaluation feature will now allow clients to provide feedback, which is an effective way to solve future problems. You can also use this software to access hidden settings and menus. Finally, all results can be sorted alphabetically. Users can quickly group their applications according to how often they are accessed The increased number of
languages is now supported by this platformThe black version (201) may still contain some errorsThe last update occurred in February 2014 2014
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